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Background and Objectives: There is a big impetus for the development of novel computational devices able to overcome the limits of the traditional transistor-based circuits. The utilization of phase in addition to amplitude is one of the promising approaches towards more functional computing architectures. In this work, we present an overview on magnonic logic devices utilizing spin waves for information transfer and processing. Materials and Methods: Magnonic logic devices combine input/output elements for spin wave generation/detection and...
an analog core. The core consists of magnetic waveguides serving as a spin wave buses. The data transmission and processing within the analog part is accomplished by the spin waves, where logic 0 and 1 are encoded into the phase of the propagating wave. The latter makes it possible to utilize spin wave interference for logic functionality. The proof-of-concept experiments were accomplished on micrometer scale ferromagnetic Ni_{81}Fe_{19} and ferrite Y_{3}Fe_{2}(FeO_{4})_{3} structures. Results: We present experimental data on spin wave propagation and interference in magnetic microstructures. We also present experimental data showing parallel read-out of magnetic bits using spin wave interference. Based on the obtained results, we consider possible logic circuits and architectures. Conclusion: Magnonic logic devices may offer a significant functional throughput enhancement over the conventional logic circuits by exploiting phase in addition to amplitude. It is also possible to construct non-volatile magnonic logic circuits with built-in magnetic memory. Magnonic logic devices such as magnonic holographic memory are aimed not to replace but to complement the existing logic circuitry in special task data processing.
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1. Introduction on spin waves

The rapid approach to the scaling limit of metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) has stimulated a great deal of interest to research alternative technologies, which may overcome the constrains inherent to complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) -based circuitry and thus provide a route to more functional and less power consuming logic devices. As one of possible directions, Spintronics has been recognized as a new emerging approach [1] aimed to take the advantage of using spin in addition or instead of an electric charge. Spin wave-based logic devices constitute one of the possible approaches offering an alternative mechanism for information transfer and processing. Spin wave is a collective precession of spins in a spin lattice around the direction of magnetization. Similar to the lattice waves (phonons) in solid systems, spin wave appear in magnetically ordered structures, and a quantum of spin wave is called a “magnon”. Spin waves has attracted scientific interest for a long time [2]. Spin wave propagation has been studied in a variety of magnetic materials and nanostructures [3–6]. Relatively slow group velocity (more than two orders of magnitude slower than the speed of light) and high attenuation (more than six orders of magnitude higher attenuation than for photons in a standard optical fiber) are two well-known disadvantages, which explain the lack of interest in spin waves as a potential candidate for information transmission. The situation has changed drastically as the characteristic distance between the devices on the chip entered the deep-submicron range. It has become more important to have fast signal conver-
description of the experimental technique can be found everywhere [3–5]. Poor coupling between microwave signal and spin waves is one of the main disadvantages of this approach. Due to the high magnetic susceptibility of the magnetic media the microwave magnetic field generated by the antennas stays primarily outside of the spin waveguides thus reducing efficiency of the spin wave excitation. It was shown that lithographically “wrapping” the magnetic material around the microstrip as shown in the Figure 1 results in microwave magnetic field confinement within the spin waveguide thus significantly enhancing the spin wave excitation/detection efficiency [13, 17]. Length of ferromagnetic tubes thus formed defines the range of the accessible spin wave wavelengths. Although the microstrip antennas are the most common technique used to study spin waves in structured ferromagnetic films, spin wave detection using this technique allows only a limited scaling. Decrease of a spin wave device size is followed by the amount of magnetic moments that induce currents in the detecting microstrip antennas. Spin wave detection in structures with spin waveguide thicknesses less than approximately 20nm becomes challenging. At the nano-scale other spin wave excitation techniques can be used.

Spin waves can also be excited by the spin-polarized currents injected into a ferromagnetic film due to the transfer of the spin-angular momentum as it was theoretically predicted [18, 19] and studied experimentally [20]. The interaction between spin waves and itinerant electrons is prominent near the interface between non-magnetic and ferromagnetic layers. The amplitude of the excited spin waves grows as the current density through the interface exceeds a certain critical value. This phenomenon has been experimentally verified in Co/Cu multilayered structures showing high frequency 40–60 GHz current-driven spin wave excitation [21]. Spin wave excitation by the spin-polarized electric current has certain technological advantages and shortcomings. On one hand, spin wave excitation via spin torque requires only point contacts (characteristic size of the order of tens of nanometers), which is in favor of scalable devices. Geometry of the spin waveguide and properties of magnetic material used to fabricate
it determine the excited spin wave dispersion. Direct application of torque transferred by spin polarized electrons implies more efficient way of spin wave excitation while the giant magneto-resistance allows for a direct detection of local magnetization orientation at nano-scale, which is not possible with micro-strip antennas. On the other hand, the overall energetic efficiency may not be high. The threshold current density required for spin wave excitation is lower than $10^6 \text{A/cm}^2$, which is typically needed for a complete magnetization reversal. However, it is not clear how much of the consumed power can be transferred into a specific spin wave mode.

Another possible approach to the spin wave excitation and detection utilizes the local exchange fields that are effectively controlled in multiferroic elements. There is a growing interest in multiferroics—a special type of materials possessing electric and magnetic polarizations at the same time [22]. The electric and magnetic properties in multiferroics are related to each other via the internal magneto-electric coupling. It is possible to change magnetic polarization by electric field and vice versa. Multiferroics elements are of great promise as the possible input/output elements for spin wave devices enabling efficient energy conversion among the electric and magnetic domains. However, the most of the known room temperature multiferroics (i.e. BiFeO$_3$ and its derivatives [23]) are unlikely useful for spin wave excitation as they show a relatively small change of magnetization under the applied electric field. A new approach to the magnetization control via applied stress has been recently proposed and became known as the Hybrid Spintronics and Straintronics [24, 25]. The essence of this approach is in the use of two-phase composite multiferroics comprising piezoelectric and magnetostrictive materials, where an electric field applied across the piezoelectric produces stress, which, in turn, affects the magnetization of the magnetoelastic material. The advantage of this approach is that each material may be independently optimized to provide prominent electromagnetic coupling, which can be much higher than for a single-phase multiferroic [22]. There are several piezoelectric-piezomagnetic structures, which have been experimentally studied, showing a prominent magneto-electric coupling: PZT/NiFe$_2$O$_4$ (1,400 mV cm$^{-1}$ Oe$^{-1}$) [26], CoFe$_2$O$_4$/BaTiO$_3$ (50 mV cm$^{-1}$ Oe$^{-1}$) [27], PZT/Terfenol-D (4,800 mV cm$^{-1}$ Oe$^{-1}$) [28]. For instance, it was reported a reversible and permanent magnetic anisotropy reorientation in a magnetoelectric polycrystalline Ni thin film and (011)-oriented [Pb(M$_{1/3}$Ni$_{2/3}$)$_3$O$_{12}$]$_{1-x}$[PbTiO$_3$]$_x$ heterostructure [25]. An important feature of the magneto-electric coupling is that the changes in magnetization states are stable without the application of an electric field and can be reversibly switched by an electric field near a critical value (i.e. 0.6 MV/m for Ni/PMN-PT). Such a relatively weak electric field promises an ultra-low energy consumption required for magnetization switching [29]. Synthetic multiferroics has been used for spin wave excitation/detection and have shown a reliable operation at room temperature [30].

Spin wave bus or spin waveguide is used to transfer the spin wave signal between the magnonic circuit elements [31, 32]. Its utility is similar to an optical waveguide aimed to guide the propagation of electromagnetic waves. The waveguide structure may consist of a magnetic film, a wire or a combination of wires made of ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic, or ferrite material. Three different spin wave modes exist in thin ferromagnetic films: Magnetostatic Surface Spin Waves (MSSW), Backward Volume Magnetostatic Spin Waves (BVMSW), and Forward Volume Magnetostatic Spin Wave (FVMSW) dependent on the relative magnetization and spin wave wavevector orientation [33]. Patterning the ferromagnetic film into the wire-shaped structures enables spin wave guiding. Shape anisotropy of such structures defines the magnetization orientation, and enables support of finite non-zero frequency spin wave modes in the absence of biasing magnetic fields. As the magnetization aligns along the length of a ferromagnetic wire, the BVMSW modes traveling along the wire are excited. Excitation of MSSW and FMSW modes in magnetic wires requires substantial biasing external magnetic field or materials with high crystalline anisotropy for appropriate magnetization orientation. A traveling wave along the wire direction in combination with standing waves across the wire width and thickness result in existence of higher order BVMSW modes propagating with non-zero group velocities. Intrinsic non-linearity of spin waves in magnetic materials allows for inter-mode switching and parametric spin wave amplification [34]. The multimode spin waveguide operation allows for simultaneous independent information transmission in a different frequency bands. Figure 2 shows a typical dispersion of BVMSW modes in 1μm wide, 100nm thick CoTaZr waveguide. Spin wave dispersion is defined by the shape of the ferromagnetic wire and material parameters. The ratio of the spin waveguide width to its thickness defines the spin waveguide bandwidth with a highest frequency achieved in the waveguides with rectangular cross section for a given magnetic material [35, 36].
Choosing the magnetic material plays crucial role in magnetic based logic devices as it determines the device performance parameters such as time per operation and gain (loss). Most of the magnetic logic devices utilize magnetization switching while spin wave logic rely on magnetic moment precession in magnetic material. The highest achievable frequency of magnetization switching occurs at ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) frequency. Frequency of operation should be much lower than the resonant frequency for reliable device performance. MSSW and FVMSW spin wave modes support higher than the FMR magnetization precession frequencies. Saturation magnetization of the magnetic material determines both the FMR and top of the magneto-static spin wave band frequencies for a given shape of the magnetic material. Eddy currents in metallic ferromagnets and internal magnetization relaxation processes determine magnetization precession damping. The particular choice of a magnetic material for spin wave logic device will depend on many physical and technological conditions including its compatibility with silicon technology. Ferrimagnetic Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG), \( Y_3Fe_4(FeO_4)_3 \), has a rich history of being a material of choice for microwave applications due to very low attenuation of magneto-static magnetization oscillations [37]. However, low magnetization saturation of YIG limits the frequency range for which this material can be used. Ferromagnetic metals, such as Permalloy (Ni\(_{81}\)Fe\(_{19}\)), CoFe, Co\(_{80}\)Ta\(_2\)Zr\(_5\) offer about one order of magnitude higher saturation magnetization supporting spin wave modes at much higher frequencies than in YIG [38]. Both shape and crystalline anisotropy can be used to define the magnetization orientation at zero magnetic fields. These materials can be easily deposited using magnetron sputtering or electron beam evaporation techniques and patterned by standard nano-fabrication procedures to form spin wave busses as well as much more complex structures involved in magnetic logic and memory devices. Although eddy currents are the main source of high loss in the bulk ferromagnetic metals, small thicknesses of ferromagnetic films used in spin wave logic devices (less than 100–200nm, which is less than the skin depth) result in typical attenuation lengths in order of millimeters [13, 39]. Therefore the internal spin relaxation processes in these materials define the spin wave attenuation in micron- and nano-scale devices. Soft magnetic YIG and Permalloy are the two main candidates providing the desired frequency range which is further altered by engineering the shape of spin waveguides and other elements of spin wave logic devices.

As we mentioned above, spin wave propagation in patterned magnetic media is strongly dependent on its shape. Dependent on the shape of the structure and magnetization orientation different spin wave modes are supported. Spin waveguide shape alternations such as narrowing or widening [40], bending [41], local defects [42], air gaps [43, 44] (especially periodic air gaps in magnonic structures), material variation, and various junctions of three and more spin waveguides are essential for spin wave logic device construction. Any spin waveguide shape alternations results in a “defect” that causes spin wave scattering. Matching between the traveling spin wave modes supported by the spin waveguide and local spin wave modes of the “defect” defines the scattering process. By engineering the spin waveguide “defect” spin wave transmission, reflection or scattering at an angle into different spin waveguides (in case of spin wave junction) with shape-controllable spin wave amplitude and phase can be achieved. Alternation of spin wave modes in such “defects” in time domain using local magnetic fields or currents allows controlling the spin wave amplitude and phase as described in the sections below. Such spin wave propagation control forms the foundation for the spin wave logic device construction. Spin waveguide bend, essential for the spin wave logic device construction demonstrates such mode matching alternation (Figure 3) [41].

Fig. 2. Dispersion of the modes supported by magnetostatic backward volume waves for an ellipsoidal cross section with height to width ratio of ~1:10, saturation magnetization of ~1.2 T and an axial applied field of 164 Oe

External uniform biasing magnetic field is used to magnetize the ferromagnetic wire perpendicularly to its axis enabling the MSSW mode transmission.
Alignment of magnetization along the field direction results in a different angle between the magnetization and the spin wave wave vector (propagation direction) in the area where the spin waveguide is bent. This results in local spin wave dispersion that differs from that in the straight spin waveguide. Spin wave mode mismatch prevents the spin wave transmission. When a DC current is driven though the highly conductive gold layer of the same shape as the incumbent magnetic spin waveguide, oersted magnetic fields generated by such current magnetize the spin waveguide perpendicularly to its axis everywhere including the bend area. In this case the magnetization is aligned perpendicularly to the spin wave propagation direction even in the area of the waveguide bend. MSSW modes are supported in both the straight portion of the waveguide and in a bend allowing spin wave transmission.

The same physical principle of the spin wave scattering governs the spin wave scattering processes in a more complex structures such as a cross junction of two spin waveguides [45]. Shape anisotropy determines the axial magnetization alignment within a standing alone ferromagnetic wire. When two of such wires are brought together to form a ferromagnetic cross, the magnetization in the center of the cross junction aligns at 45° with respect to the cross arms while sufficiently long arms maintain axial magnetization. Figure 4 shows the results of the micromagnetic simulations of the magnetization alignment in the junction of two spin waveguides crossed at 90° angle. In this structure the cross junction center plays a role of the local “defect” with misaligned magnetization. BVMSW modes excited in one of the cross arms propagate towards the center of the cross. Dependent on the magnetization orientation local standing spin wave modes are either excited or not in the ferromagnetic square that forms the junction. In contrast to the local spin wave modes intensively studied in standing alone square nano-magnets [46], the square in the cross center is subjected to non-uniform magnetic fields generated by the cross arms. Local standing spin wave modes in the center of the cross junction, if excited, in turn generate the outgoing spin waves in all four arms of the cross that form reflected and scattered waves. There are two interesting aspects of such spin wave scattering. Firstly, the spin wave scattering is strongly dependent on the magnetization orientation in the cross center. Variation of the latter results in different local spin wave modes which in turn affect the spin wave scattering. Spin wave scattering was studied experimentally and by numeric simulations in micron-scale CoTaZr cross. Spin waves were excited in the arm 1 of the cross and detected in arms 2–4 as a small external in-plane magnetic field was applied at a varying angle (as shown in Figure 4). External magnetic field was...
small enough to ensure the axial magnetization within the cross arms. Amplitude of the scattered spin waves demonstrated strong dependence on the angle of the biasing field. At zero angles no spin wave transmission to the opposite arm of the cross was observed while there were spin waves scattered at 90 and 270 degree angles detected. As the field angle reached 45 degrees, almost equal spin wave scattering into all 3 output arms of the cross was observed. Further increase of the angle resulted in maximum transmission into the opposite arm while no scattering into the other two arms of the cross were observed. This effect can be utilized for spin wave switching by applying local magnetic fields to the cross junction center. Another striking phenomenon observed in ferromagnetic cross junction is the non-symmetric spin wave scattering. The wave scattered to the left arm gains different phase offset than the wave that scattered to the right. Non-symmetry of spin wave scattering in the cross originates from the odd spin wave modes excited in the cross junction center. This phenomenon generates non-typical spin wave interference in this device which is described later in this chapter.

Air gaps introduced into the spin waveguides result in a similar defect that can be used to pre-program spin wave amplitude and phase changes in the magnonic circuit. Dipole-dipole interaction governs the magnetostatic spin wave propagation. Long range of dipolar forces allow spin wave propagation or as it is wrongly state “tunneling” though the dielectric gaps in the material [43, 44] as well as through the areas with local magnetization disorder [47, 48]. It was demonstrated that insertion of a dielectric gap affects the spin wave amplitude. The spin wave phase change is dependent on the gap width in comparison to the spin waveguide cross section dimensions. Similar effect is observed in the areas with field controlled local magnetization disorder. Spin wave “tunneling” through a dielectric gap allows electrically isolating selected parts of the spin waveguide. Spin waveguide electrical isolation plays a very important role in the proposed magnonic logic devices as it allows driving local currents through the parts of the waveguide (e.g. when using spin torque devices) and applying local magnetic fields without affecting the spin wave propagation. Periodic air gaps introduced into the spin waveguide results in formation of so called magnonic crystal. Periodic patterning of magnetic films results in the band-gap opening (magnonic gap) in the spin wave energy spectrum that combines delocalized traveling spin wave modes and local standing spin waves. Similar spin wave dispersion modifications can be made by introducing periodic defects in the spin waveguide such as holes, thickness and material variations. Detailed review of such structures can be found in the literature [49]. Besides the pre-designed spin waveguide shape and material property variations spin wave dispersion can be altered by introducing controllable local magnetization disorders. Such disorders allows for a controllable spin wave amplitude and phase variations that are required in all magnonic logic devices.

Some types of spin wave logic devices require a special element – a phase modulator, aimed to provide a \( \pi \)-phase shift to the propagating spin wave. The operation of the interferometer-based logic devices [50–52] depends on this element. A reconfigurable magnonic circuits would also require such an element [14]. The main requirements for the phase modulator are scalability and low power consumption. Phase modulation is achieved by the applying of the local magnetic field affecting the dispersion of the propagating spin wave. In general, such an element can be realized as a static (delay line, perma-
nent magnet, domain wall) or dynamic (conducting contour) elements. The use of external magnetic field produced by an electric current in the conducting substrate may not be efficient from this point of view. Scaling down of the interferometer dimensions will require an increase of the electric current to provide stronger magnetic field. This problem may be solved in part by using the optimized structure presented in Ref. [52]. It should be noted that the phase shifters used in the interferometer-based circuits [52] and shifters used for circuit reconfiguration [14] have different operation frequency. The shifters used in the interferometers-based switches may be needed in every computational step and have to sustain high-frequency operation. In contrast, circuit reconfiguration occurs on a much longer time scale. In this case, a non-volatile element such as a domain wall can be used to provide constant phase shift without the use of an external power.

2. Magnonic Logic Devices

There are three basic approaches to magnonic logic devices, which are defined by the method of information encoding into the spin waves. Logic zeroes and ones can be assigned to i) the amplitude (10–12), ii) the phase (13), or (iii) the frequency (14) of the spin wave signal. The method of information encoding is very important as it further defines the principle of operation of the basic logic gates, the design and the computing capabilities of the architecture solutions. For example, encoding information into the amplitude of the spin wave signal (10–12), where logic 0 and 1 correspond to the two spin wave amplitudes. The schematics of the amplitude-based magnonic logic gates are shown in Figure 5. The main building block is a miniature Mach–Zehnder interferometer with a vertical current-carrying wire. The area of the interferometer can be as small as 300nm × 300nm. With a zero current applied, the spin waves in two branches interfere constructively and propagate through. The waves interfere destructively and do not propagate through the structure if a certain electric current \( I \) is applied. The complete set of logic gates (i.e. NOT, NOR, NAND) can be built by integrating the Mach–Zehnder interferometers as proposed in Ref. [52]. It should be noted, that in the considered scheme the input logic state is represented by the amplitude of the electric current and the output state is assigned to the amplitude of the spin wave signal \( \Delta \), which implies an

![Mach-Zehnder spin wave interferometer](image)

**Fig. 5.** Schematics of the amplitude-based spin wave logic devices. The basic element is the Mach–Zehnder-type spin wave interferometer. The phase shift in one of the interferometer’s arms is controlled by the magnetic field produced by an electric current \( I \). A set of logic gates (NOT, AND, OR) for general type computing built with the Mach–Zehnder interferometers. A bit of information is assigned to the amplitude of the propagating spin wave \( \Delta \) (i.e. Logic 1 corresponds to some \( \Delta > 0 \), and logic 0 corresponds to \( \Delta = 0 \))
additional element for spin wave to electric current conversion. At some point, this device resembles the classical field effect transistor, where the magnetic field produced by the electric current modulates the propagation of the spin wave – an analog to the electric current. One hand, this approach can benefit of the well-defined methodology for Boolean-type logic gate construction. On the other hand, it cannot offer any fundamentally more advantageous alternative to the existing CMOS-based logic circuitry.

In the phase-based approach, logic 0 and 1 are assigned to the phase (0 or π) of the propagating spin wave [31]. The principle of operation of the phase-based magnonic logic circuit is fundamentally different from the conventionally adopted field-modulated amplitude approach. Within this approach, a bit of information is assigned to the phase of the propagating spin wave. An elementary act of computation is associated with the change of the phase of the propagating spin wave. The latter provides an alternative route to the NOT and Majority logic gate construction. The schematics of the phase-based magnonic logic circuit are shown in Figure 6.

![Fig. 6. Schematic view of the spin wave logic circuit. There are three inputs (A,B,C) and the output D. The inputs and the output are the ME cells connected via the ferromagnetic waveguides – spin wave buses. The input cells generate spin waves of the same amplitude with initial phase 0 or π, corresponding to logic 0 and 1, respectively. The waves propagate through the waveguides and interfere at the point of junction. The phase of the wave passed the junction corresponds to the majority of the interfering waves. The phase of the transmitted wave is inverted (e.g. passing the domain wall). The Table illustrates the data processing in the phase space. The phase of the transmitted wave defines the final magnetization of the output ME cell D. The circuit can operate as NAND or NOR gate for inputs A and B depending the third input C (NOR if C=1, NAND if C=0) (0, π) of the propagating spin wave.](image)

The circuit comprises the following elements: (i) magneto-electric cells, (ii) magnetic waveguides – spin wave buses, and a (iii) phase shifter. Magneto-electric cell (hereafter, ME cell) is the element aimed to convert applied voltage into the spin wave as well as to read-out the voltage produced by the spin waves (i.e. a two-phase multiferroic as described in the preceding Section). The operation of the ME cell is
based on the effect of the magneto-electric coupling (i.e. multiferroics) enabling magnetization control by applying an electric field and vice versa. The waveguides are simply the strips of ferromagnetic material (e.g. NiFe) aimed to transmit the spin wave signals. The phase shifter is a passive element (e.g. the same waveguide of different width, a domain wall) providing a $\pi$-phase shift to the propagating spin waves.

The principle of operation is the following. Initial information is received in the form of voltage pulses. Input 0 and 1 are encoded in the polarity of the voltage applied to the input ME cells (e.g. +10mV correspond to logic state 0, and -10mV correspond to logic 1). The polarity of the applied voltage defines the initial phase of the spin wave signal (e.g. positive voltage results in the clockwise magnetization rotation and negative voltage results in the counter clockwise magnetization rotation). Thus, the input information is translated into the phase of the excited wave (e.g. initial phase 0 corresponds to logic state 0, and initial phase $\pi$ corresponds to logic 1). Then, the waves propagate through the magnetic waveguides and interfere at the point of waveguide junction. For any junction with an odd number of interfering waves, there is a transmitted wave with non-zero amplitude. The phase of the wave passing through the junction always corresponds to the majority of the phases of the interfering waves (for example, the transmitted wave will have phase 0, if there are two or three waves with initial phase 0; the wave will have a $\pi$-phase otherwise). The transmitted wave passes the phase shifter and accumulates an additional $\pi$-phase shift (i.e. phase $0 \rightarrow \pi$, and phase $\pi \rightarrow 0$). Finally, the spin wave signal reaches the output ME cell. The output cell has two stable magnetization states. At the moment of spin wave arrival, the output cell is in the metastable state (magnetization is along the hard axis perpendicular to the two stable states). The phase of the incoming spin wave defines the direction of the magnetization relaxation in the output cell [14, 53]. The process of magnetization change in the output ME cell is associated with the change of electrical polarization in the multiferroic material and can be recognized by the induced voltage across the ME cell (e.g. +10mV correspond to logic state 0, and -10mV correspond to logic 1). The Truth Table inserted in Figure 2 shows the input/output phase correlation. The waveguide junction works as a Majority logic gate. The amplitude of the transmitted wave depends on the number of the in-phase waves, while the phase of the transmitted wave always corresponds to the majority of the phase inputs. The $\pi$-phase shifter works as an Inverter in the phase space. As a result of this combination, the three-input one-output gate in Figure 2 can operate as a NAND or a NOR gate for inputs A and B depending on the third input C (NOR if $C=1$, NAND if $C=0$). Such a gate can be a universal building block for any Boolean logic gate construction. Computing with phases has certain fundamental advantages over the conventional amplitude-based approach. For example, the utilization of wave interference makes it possible to build certain types of logic gates (e.g. MAJ, MOD [53]) with fewer number of elements. Even more important are the advantages of using spin wave superposition for building multi-channel logic gates [54], which offer an alternative route to functional throughput enhancement.

Frequency-based magnonic circuits have been recently proposed (14). The proposed circuits consist of the spin torque oscillators communicated via spin waves propagating through the common free layer. This approach is based on the property of nanometer scale spin torque devices generate spin waves in response to a d.c. electrical current (18, 19). Electric current passing through a spin torque nano-oscillator (STNO) generates spin transfer torque and induces auto-oscillatory precession of the magnetic moment of the spin valve free layer. The frequency of the precessing magnetization is tunable by the applied dc voltage due to the strong non-linearity of the STNO. In case of two or more STNOs sharing a common free layer, the oscillations can be frequency and phase locked via the spin wave exchange (20, 21). The schematics of the MAJ logic gate based on the phase locking of STNOs with a common free-layer metallic ferromagnetic nanowire are shown in Figure 7. The gate has three inputs and one output. All inputs are dc current-biased at a current level above the critical current for magnetization self-oscillations. To each input, signals of two frequencies $f_1$ and $f_2$ can be applied. Due to injection locking and spin wave interaction in the common free layer, the entire free layer precesses at either $f_1$ or $f_2$, depending on the input signal frequency applied to the majority of the inputs. Therefore, the output frequency of this logic gate is determined by the frequency applied to the majority of the input gates, and the device operates as a majority logic gate with the signal frequency as the state variable [55]. The unique properties of STDs are of great promise for future implementation. Being compatible with CMOS, STDs may serve as complementary logic units for general and special task data processing. The main challenge for the STD approach is to reduce the current required for switching and minimize active power consumption.
It has been a lot of progress in the experimental demonstration of spin wave components and the prototyping of complete magnonic logic gates during the last decade. The first working spin-wave based logic device has been experimentally demonstrated by M. P. Kostylev et al. [50]. The authors used Mach–Zehnder-type current-controlled spin wave interferometer to demonstrate output voltage modulation as a result of spin wave interference. This first working prototype device was of a great importance for the development of magnonic logic devices. The device show reliable operation in the GHz frequency range and at room temperature, which immediately made it a favorite among the other proposed spin-based logic devices. Later on, exclusive-not-OR and not-AND gates have been experimentally demonstrated on a similar Mach–Zehnder-type structure [51].

Next, there were realized three- and four-terminal spin wave prototypes. Figure 8 shows the schematics of the four-terminal spin wave device used as a prototype for the MAJ gate [56]. The material structure from the bottom to the top consists of a silicon substrate, a 300nm thick silicon oxide layer, a 20nm thick ferromagnetic layer made of Ni81Fe19, a 300nm thick layer of silicon oxide and the set of five conducting wires on top. The distance between the wires is 2\(\mu\)m. In order to demonstrate a three-input one-output majority gate, three of the five wires were used as the input ports, and two other wires were connected in a loop to detect the inductive voltage produced by the spin wave interference. An electric current passing through the “input” wire generates a magnetic field, which, in turn, excites spin waves in the ferromagnetic layer. The direction of the current flow (the polarity of the applied voltage) defines the initial spin wave phase. The curves of different numbers in Figure 8
depict the inductive voltage as a function of time for different combinations of the spin wave phases (e.g. $000$, $0\pi0$, $0\pi\pi$ and $\pi\pi\pi$). These results show that, the phase of the output inductive voltage corresponds to the majority of the phases of the interfering spin waves. Spin waves produce several mV of inductive voltage output with signal to noise ratio about 10:1. The data are taken for 3GHz excitation frequency and at bias magnetic field of 95Oe (perpendicular to the spin wave propagation). All measurements were accomplished at room temperature.

The use of electric-current wires for spin wave excitation appeared to be energetically inefficient (i.e. > pJ per spin wave), as only a small amount of energy is transferred into the spin wave. It would be much more efficient to utilize multiferroics for energy conversion among the electric and magnetic domains [57].

Recently, spin wave excitation and detection by synthetic multiferroic elements has been experimentally demonstrated [16]. The schematics of the experiment and experimental data are shown in Figure 9. Two synthetic multiferroic elements were

Fig. 9. (A) Schematics of the experiment on spin wave excitation and detection by multiferroic elements (ME cells). (B) Collection of the experimental data (S11, S12, S21 and S22 parameters) obtained at different frequencies and bias magnetic field
used to excite and detect spin wave propagating in the permalloy waveguide (the distance among the excitation and the detection elements is 40\mu m). The multiferroic element comprises a layer of piezoelectric (PZT) and a magnetostrictive material (Ni). An electric field applied across the piezoelectric produces stress, which, in turn, affects the magnetization of the magnetostrictive material. Thus, the applying of AC voltage to the multiferroic element results in the magnetization oscillation (spin wave).

And vice versa, the change of magnetization in the magnetostrictive layer results in the voltage signal due to the produced stress. The experimental data in Figure 9(b) show the collection of data obtained at different operational frequencies and bias magnetic field. The utilization of multiferroics has resulted in the energy reduction to about 10fJ per wave [16]. Most of the currently proposed magnonic logic devices are designed to perform a single logic operation. All of them except for the STNO majority logic device share the following signal processing flow for the spin wave logic gate operation: 1) Input electrical signal (either current or voltage) is used to excite a spin wave (pulse or in CW regime); spin wave phase is used to carry the information. 2) Spin waves travel to the area where interference of two or more waves is happening; 3) constructive or destructive interference defines the output wave amplitude; 4) the output wave amplitude (if any) is converted to the electronic signal. Spin wave phase carries the input information while the wave amplitude is used to represent the output information. In order to build logic based on such spin wave gates a spin wave amplitude-to-phase convertor is required. In most cases a conventional electronics is implied to detect the spin wave, and adjust the phase of the spin wave input of the next spin wave logic gate. Therefore most of the proposed spin wave logic gates cannot be used as a building block for spin wave logic circuit construction without using intermediate electronic stages. In case of destructive interference the wave phase information is lost – another obstacle that can be addressed by feeding the reference wave into the every intermediate stage between the logic gates.

Unique spin wave scattering in the ferromagnetic cross junction provides a convenient tool to address this problem as follows [58]. Ferromagnetic cross has 4 arms labeled as ports 1 through 4 (see Figures 4 and 10). Ports 1 and 2 are used as inputs and ports 3 and 4 – as outputs. Spin waves excited in ports 1 and 2 are traveling towards the cross center where they experience scattering on the center of the junction. Scattered waves interfere in the cross arms 3 and 4. The spin waves scattered at \pm 90^\circ (into the neighboring arms of the cross) gain different phase offsets. As the phase of the spin wave in port 2 is linearly changed, spin wave amplitude oscillation is detected in ports 3 and 4 (see Figure 10). Despite the geometrical symmetry of the structure, spin wave interference is not symmetrical (constructive and destructive interference in the output arms 3 and 4 is not happening at the same phase offsets of the input spin waves). Non-symmetric phase gain of the scattered spin wave modes at the central part of the cross junction define the wave propagation and is responsible for the interference that was observed experimentally. Numeric simulations confirm the

![Fig. 10. (a) Cross junction structure SEM micrograph indicating input and output spin wave signals. (b) Spin wave interference in ferromagnetic cross junction: output wave amplitude dependence on the input waves phase offset (experiment and micromagnetic simulations; 1 – S41, 2 – S31) (c) Micromagnetic simulation of the spin wave interference: destructive interference in the output arms 3 and 4 (phase +75^\circ for output 3 and -75^\circ for the output 4)
The spin wave scattering becomes symmetrical when the central part of the cross junction is removed (4 waveguides with no central rectangle) thus demonstrating the effect of local spin wave mode interaction with the traveling spin waves, causing non-symmetric spin wave scattering. In case of the empty cross junction symmetric spin wave scattering is caused by spin wave “tunneling” [47] through the central part. In this case the symmetry of the cross arm alignment defines the interference pattern in the cross output arms. The interference of two waves in ferromagnetic cross is unique as for all input spin wave phase shifts there is an output spin wave non-zero amplitude detected either in port 3 or port 4. The output spin waves of this device can be merged to form a single device output as shown in Figure 11. The spin wave phases of zero and \( \varphi_0 \) (with respect to the reference) encode logical “0” and “1”. The value \( \varphi_0 \) defines the condition for destructive interference in one of the arms of the cross. It is strongly dependent on the cross junction geometry and in case of the cross shown in figure 10 \( \varphi_0=75^\circ \). Cross output waves will either scatter to one or another arm of the cross for the (0, 1) and (1, 0) or to both arms simultaneously for (0, 0) and (1, 1) input signal configurations. The phases of the output waves measured at the cross arms 3 and 4 and will have phases shown in the table in Figure 11. The spin waves in the cross arm 3 and 4 are then merged ensuring the constructive spin wave interference. The spin wave phase in the output waveguide at the merge point will follow the OR logic operation. The \( \varphi_0 \) phase shift produced either by the delay line or externally controlled phase shifter will act as an inverter. This will result in the output wave following NOR logic operation. Knowledge of the local spin wave modes in the spin waveguide junction should allow for multi-terminal spin wave devices where the output wave phase shift is defined by the phase gains of the spin waves scattered in the junction.

Recently, a prototype comprising two cross junctions has been realized. The schematics of the test structure and experimental setup are shown in Figure 12. The double-cross structure is made of yttrium iron garnet Y\textsubscript{3}Fe\textsubscript{2}(FeO\textsubscript{4})\textsubscript{3} (YIG) epitaxially grown on gadolinium gallium garnet Gd\textsubscript{3}Ga\textsubscript{5}O\textsubscript{12} substrate with (111) crystallographic orientation. YIG film has ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) linewidth \( 2\Delta H=0.5\text{Oe} \), saturation magnetization \( 4\pi M_s=1750\text{G} \), and thickness \( d=3.6\mu\text{m} \). The length of the whole structure is 3mm, the width of the arm in 360\( \mu \text{m} \). There are six micro-antennas fabricated on the top of the YIG waveguides. These antennas are used to excite spin wave in YIG material and to

![Fig. 11. Spin wave OR/NOR logic gates based on ferromagnetic cross junction. Device schematic (top) and truth table (bottom). Dash in the table indicates zero wave amplitude](image)
Fig. 12. (a) The schematics of the experimental setup. The test under study is a double-cross YIG structure with six micro-antennas fabricated on the edges. The input and the output micro-antennas are connected to the Hewlett-Packard 8720A Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). The VNA generates input RF signal in the range from 5.3GHz to 5.6GHz and measures the S parameters showing the amplitude and the phases of the transmitted and reflected signals. (b) The photo of the YIG double-cross structure. The length of the structure is 3mm, and the arm width is 360 μm. (c) Transmitted signal S12 spectra for the structure without micro-magnets. Two input signals are generated by the micro-antennas 2 and 3. The curves of different number show the output inductive voltage obtained for different phase difference among the two interfering spin waves. (d) The slice of the data taken at the fixed frequency of 5.42GHz (black curve). The red curve shows the theoretical values obtained by the classical equation for the two interfering waves.

detect the inductive voltage produced by the propagating spin waves. The input and the output micro-antennas are connected to the Hewlett-Packard 8720A Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). The VNA generates an input RF signal up to 20 GHz and measures the S parameters showing the amplitude and the phases of the transmitted and reflected signals. The prototype is placed inside an electro-magnet allowing variation in the bias magnetic field from -1000Oe to +1000Oe. The input from VNA is split between the four inputs via the two splitters, where the amplitudes of the signals are equalized by the attenuators (step ±1dB). The phases of the signal provided to the ports 3 and 4 are controlled by the two phase shifters (±2°). The photo of the YIG structure is shown in Figure 12(B). The graph in Figure 12(C) shows the amplitude of the output inductive voltage detected for different excitation frequencies in the range from 5.30GHz to 5.55GHz. The curves of different numbers depict the output obtained for different phase difference $\Delta \phi$ among the two inputs 2 and 3. These data show the oscillation of the output voltage as a function of frequency and the phase difference between the two generated spin waves. The frequency dependence of the output is attributed to the effect of spin wave confinement within the structure, while the phase-dependent oscillations reveal the interference nature of the output signal. In Figure 12 (D), we show the slice of the data taken at the fixed frequency of 5.42GHz. The experimental data has a good fit with the classical equation for the two interfering waves. The only notable discrepancy is observed for $\Delta \phi=\pi$, where experimental value is non-zero. This fact can be well understood by taking into account all possible parasitic effects (e.g. reflecting waves, direct coupling between the input/output ports, structure imperfections, etc.)
3. Spin wave-based logic gates and architectures

Since the first proposal on spin wave logic [31], there have been a number of works, where the idea of using spin waves in logic circuitry has been evolved in different ways [14, 53, 54, 59]. The variety of possible spin wave based devices can be classified within several groups including single-frequency and multi-frequency, Boolean and non-Boolean, volatile and non-volatile circuits. For example, logic devices shown in Figures 5, 6, and 8 use one operating frequency and constitute the group of single-frequency logic devices. There may be more than one operating frequency per device (e.g. the device shown in Figure 7), which entitled the group of multi-frequency devices. At the same time, single and multi-frequency devices may be used for building Boolean and non-Boolean type of logic gates. Boolean magnonic circuits are aimed to provide the same basic set of logic gates (AND, OR, NOT) for general type computing as provided by the conventional transistor-based circuit. The advantage of using waves (i.e. spin waves) is the ability to exploit the waveguides as passive logic elements for controlling the phase of the propagating wave. Waveguides of the same length but different width, or composition introduce different phase change to the propagating spin waves. The latter offers an additional degree of freedom for logic circuit construction. Besides that, the utilization of spin wave interference is efficient for building high fan-in devices, which is a significant advantage over the transistor-based circuits [56]. Overall, magnonic Boolean logic circuits can be constructed with a fewer number of elements that it is required for CMOS counterparts [60]. This advantage is more prominent for complex logic circuits. For example, magnonic Full Adder Circuit cab be built with just 5 ME cell, while the conventional design requires at least 25 transistors [53].

Non-Boolean magnonic circuits constitute a novel direction for magnonic circuit development aimed to complement scaled CMOS in special task data processing. In contrast to the Boolean logic gates for general type data processing, non-Boolean circuits are designed for one or several specific logic operations. Data search and image processing are the examples of widely-used tasks, which require significant amount of resources from a general type processor. Parallel data processing of a large number of bits can be accomplished by utilizing a multi-wave interference, where each wave (i.e. the phase of the wave) represents one bit of data. The examples of non-Boolean magnonic logic circuits for pattern recognition, finding the period of a given function, and magnonic holographic memory are described in Ref. [61]. The operation of these circuits is based on the massive use of spin wave interference within a magnetic template. This approach is similar to the methods developed for “all optical computing” [62], though the practical implementation of the magnonic circuits may be more feasible for integration on the silicon platform.

The above mentioned groups of magnonic logic devices may be volatile or non-volatile. Volatile magnonic circuits provide functional output (i.e. inductive voltage) as long as external power is applied to the spin wave generating elements [30] or spin wave buses are combined with an electric circuit preserving the output voltage produced by the spin wave pulses [59]. For example, magnonic circuits described in Ref. [14] combine spin wave buses with micro antennas. The circuit operates as long as the input antennas generate continuous spin waves. It is also possible to build a circuit combining spin wave buses with a bi-stable electric circuit, where the switching of the electric circuit is accomplished by the inductive voltage pulse [59]. In this case, there no need in permanently spin wave generating elements, though external power is required to maintain the state of the electronic circuit. Non-volatile magnonic logic circuits are able to preserve the result of computation without external power applied. The storing of information is in the magnetic state of the output ME cell, where logic 0 and 1 are encoded into the two states of magnetization of the magnetostrictive material [53]. In general, magnetic field produced by a spin wave is quite weak to reverse the magnetization of a large volume ferromagnetic required for reliable data storage (thermal stability >40). The switching is accomplished via the help of magneto-electric coupling, where an electric field applied to ME cell rotates its magnetization in a metastable state, and then, incoming spin wave defines the direction of relaxation [53]. Non-volatile magnonic logic devices have been recognized as one of the promising approaches to post-CMOS circuity for radical power consumption minimization [63].

We would like specially outline the possibility of building multi-frequency magnonic logic circuits, aimed to the advantage of wave superposition for functional throughput enhancement. Multi-frequency magnonic logic circuits are the circuits using more than one operating frequency for data transmission and processing. Wave superposition
allows us to send, process, and detect a number of waves propagating within the same structure at a time. The general view of the multi-frequency magnonic circuit as described in Ref. [54] is shown in Fig. 13. The structure and the principle of operation are similar to the above described example (see Figure 6) except there are multiple ME cells on each of the input and output nodes. These cells are aimed to operate (excite and detect) spin waves on different frequencies (e.g. \( f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n \)). Each of the frequencies \( \{f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n\} \) is considered as an independent information channel, where logic 0 and 1 are encoded into the phase of the propagating spin wave. The frequency excited by the ME cell depends on many factors and can be adjusted by the cell size/shape/composition. In order to avoid the crosstalk among the cells operating on different frequencies, the cells are connected with the spin wave buses via the magnonic crystals [64] serving as frequency filters. Each of these crystals allows spin wave transport within a certain frequency range enabling ME cell frequency isolation. Within the spin wave buses, spin waves of different frequencies superpose, propagate, and receive a \( \pi \)-phase shift independently of each other. Logic 0 and 1 are encoded into the phases of the propagating spin waves on each frequency. The output ME cells are connected to the spin wave buses via the magnonic crystals in order to receive spin wave signal on the specific frequency. The Truth Table shown in Figure 6 can be applied for each of the operating frequencies. Thus, the considered circuit can perform NAND or NOR operations on the number of bits at the same time. The multi-frequency approach is an extension that can be applied to all types of magnonic circuits described above.

The ability to use wave interference and the integration of spin wave buses with non-linear magnetic elements (e.g. multiferroic cell serving as a memory and data processing unit at the same time) opens intrigue possibilities for building non-Boolean logic gates and complex computational architectures such as Cellular Nonlinear Network (CNN) [65] and Holographic Computing [66]. CNN was first formulated by Leon Chua [65] as a 2 (3 or more) dimensional array of mainly identical dynamical systems, called cells, which satisfy two properties: (i) most interactions are local within a finite radius
$R$, and (ii) all state variables are signals of continuous values. In the series of subsequent works, the CNN paradigm was evolved in many ways and powerful computing abilities of the CNN, especially for image processing, were demonstrated [67–70]. Nowadays, the CNN has been received a growing deal of interest as a promising architecture for future computation using nanoscale devices and structures. The utilization of spin waves together with multiferroic elements offers an original route to magnonic network, where communication between the multiferroic cells is via spin waves [71]. The schematic of the magnonic CNN is shown in Figure 14(a). The network consists of magneto-electric cells integrated onto a common ferromagnetic film–spin wave bus. The magneto-electric cell is the same as the described earlier in the text. It comprises piezoelectric and ferromagnetic materials, where a bit of information is assigned to the cell’s magnetic polarization. The information exchange among the cells is via the spin waves propagating in the spin wave bus. Each cell changes its state as a combined effect: magneto-electric coupling and the interaction with the spin waves. The distinct feature of the network with a spin wave bus is the ability to control the inter-cell communication by an external global parameter — magnetic field. The latter makes it possible to realize different image processing functions on the same template without rewiring or reconfiguration. In Figure 14(b), there are shown the examples of image processing functions dilation and erosion accomplished at two different magnetic bias fields. More complex image processing functions such as vertical and horizontal line detection, inversion, and edge detection can be also accomplished on one template by the proper choice of the strength and direction of the external magnetic field. It is important to note that none of the ME cells in the network has an individual contact, or a bias wire. The addressing of an individual cell is via the interference of two spin waves generated by the micro strips located at the edges of the structure as illustrated in Figure 14(a). The later offers an original solution to the interconnect problem inherent to the most of the proposed nano-CNNs. Instead of a large number of wires or a crossbar structure, nano-cells can be addressed via wave interference produced by just two micro antennas. Another potential advantage of using spin waves is the possibility to increase the radius of interaction $R$ between the cells within CNN. In contrast to the other proposals exploiting only local interaction between the nearest neighbor cells, a relatively long coherence length allows to connect a large number of cells at a time. Though magnonic CNN has many appealing properties, the integration of ME cells with spin wave buses remains the main challenge. More practically feasible are the analog logic devices such as magnonic holographic memory, which operation entirely relies on the spin wave interference.

Fig. 14. (a) Schematic view of Magnonic Cellular Nonlinear Network (MCNN). There is an array of ME cells on the common ferromagnetic film–spin wave bus. Each cell is a bi-stable magnetic element. The interaction between the cells is via spin waves propagating through the spin wave bus. The read-in and read-out operations are accomplished by the edge micro antennas. (b) Results of numerical modeling illustrating image processing with MCNN. The black and the white pixels correspond to the two magnetic states of the ME cells (2008)
Holographic techniques have been extensively developed in optics and the unique capabilities of holographic approach for data storage and processing have been well-described in a number of works [72, 73]. The concept of holography is based on the use of wave interference and diffraction, which can be also implemented in spin wave devices [61]. The concept of Magnonic Holographic Memory (MHM) for data storage and data processing has been recently proposed [74]. MHM evolves the general idea of optical approach to applications in the magnetic domain aimed to combine the advantages of magnetic data storage with the unique capabilities for read-in and read-out provided by spin waves. At the same time, the use of spin waves implies certain requirements on the memory design, which are mainly associated with the need to preserve the energy of the spin wave carrying signals and the mechanisms of spin wave excitation and detection. The schematics of MHM as described in Ref. [74] are shown in Figure 15(a). It comprises two major components: a magnetic matrix and an array of spin wave generating/detecting elements – input/output ports. Spin waves are excited by the elements on one or several sides of the matrix, propagate through the matrix and detected on the other side of the structure. For simplicity, the matrix is depicted as a two-dimensional grid of magnetic wires. These wires serve as a media for spin wave propagation – spin wave buses. The elementary mesh of the grid is a cross-junction between the two orthogonal magnetic wires as shown in Figure 15(a). There is a nano-magnet on the top of each junction. Each of these nano-magnets is a memory element holding information encoded in the magnetization state. The nano-magnet can be designed to have two or several thermally stable states for magnetization, where the number of states defines the number of logic bits stored in each junction. The spins of the nano-magnet are coupled to the spins of the junction magnetic wires via the exchange and/or dipole-dipole coupling affecting the phase of the propagation of spin waves. The schematics of MHM as described in Ref. [74] are shown in Figure 15(a). It comprises two major components: a magnetic matrix and an array of spin wave generating/detecting elements – input/output ports. Spin waves are excited by the elements on one or several sides of the matrix, propagate through the matrix and detected on the other side of the structure. For simplicity, the matrix is depicted as a two-dimensional grid of magnetic wires. These wires serve as a media for spin wave propagation – spin wave buses. The elementary mesh of the grid is a cross-junction between the two orthogonal magnetic wires as shown in Figure 15(a). There is a nano-magnet on the top of each junction. Each of these nano-magnets is a memory element holding information encoded in the magnetization state. The nano-magnet can be designed to have two or several thermally stable states for magnetization, where the number of states defines the number of logic bits stored in each junction. The spins of the nano-magnet are coupled to the spins of the junction magnetic wires via the exchange and/or dipole-dipole coupling affecting the phase of the propagation of spin waves.
spin waves. The phase change received by the spin wave depends on the strength and the direction of the magnetic field produced by the nano-magnet. At the same time, the spins of nano-magnet are affected by the local magnetization change caused by the propagating spin waves. We consider two modes of operations: read-in and read-out. In the read-in mode, the magnetic state of the junction can be switched if the amplitude of the transmitted spin wave exceeds some threshold value. In the read-out mode, the amplitudes of the propagating spin waves are too small to overcome the energy barrier between the states. So, the magnetization of the junction remains constant in the read-out mode.

The input spin wave beam is generated by the ME cells on the left side of the structure, and the output is detected by the ME cells on the right side. The angle of the incident beam \( \alpha \) is controlled by the we introduced a phase shift among the spin wave emitting cells \( \Delta \phi = j k l \tan(\alpha) \). The maps in Figure 15(c) show the output detected by the ME cells on the right side as a function of the incident angle. The simulations were carried out for three wavenumbers \( k: k l = \pi, k l = 0.5\pi, k l = 0.01\pi \). As one can see from Figure 15(c), the output does vary as a function of the incident angle. The angle dependence of the output disappear in the long wavelength limit \( k l = 0.01\pi \), where the wavelength of the illuminating beam is much longer than the size of the junction. These results demonstrate the capabilities of magnonic hologram for recording multiple images in the same structure. According to the estimates [60], magnonic holographic devices can provide up to 1Tb/cm² data storage density and provide data processing rate exceeding \( 10^{18} \) bits/s/cm².

Recently, a first 2-bit magnonic holographic memory has been experimentally demonstrated [75]. The magnetic matrix is a double-cross structure made of yttrium iron garnet \( Y_3Fe_5(FeO_4)_3 \) (YIG) epitaxially grown on gadolinium gallium garnet \( Gd_3Ga_5O_{12} \) substrate with the (111) crystallographic orientation. YIG film has ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) linewidth \( 2\Delta H = 0.5\text{Oe} \), saturation magnetization \( 4\pi M_s = 1750\text{G} \), and thickness \( d = 3.6\mu m \). This material is chosen due to its long spin wave coherence length and relatively low damping [76], which makes it the best candidate for room temperature spin wave devices prototyping. The length of the whole structure is 3mm, the width of the arm in 360\( \mu \)m. There are two micro-magnets on the top of the cross junctions. These magnets are the memory elements, where logic bits are encoded into the two possible directions for magnetization. There are six micro-antennas fabricated on the top of the YIG waveguides. These antennas are used to excite spin wave in YIG material and to detect the inductive voltage produced by the propagating spin waves. Figure 16 shows the set of three holograms obtained for the three configurations of the top micro-magnets as illustrated by the schematics: A) two micro-magnets aligned in the same direction perpendicular to the long axis; B) the magnets are directed in the orthogonal directions; and C) both magnets are directed along the long axis. The red markers show the experimentally measured data (inductive voltage in millivolts) obtained at different phases of the four generated spin waves. The cyan surface is a computer reconstructed 3-D plot. The excitation frequency is 5.40 GHz, the bias magnetic field is 1000 Oe. All experiments are done at room temperature. As one can see from Figure 16, the state of the micro-magnet significantly changes the output. The three holograms clearly demonstrate the unique signature defined by the magnetic state of the micro-magnet. The internal state of the holographic memory can be reconstructed by the difference in amplitude as well as the phase-dependent distribution of the output. These experimental results show the feasibility of applying the holographic techniques in magnetic structures, combining the advantages of magnetic data storage with the wave-based information transfer. Though spin waves cannot compete with photons in terms of the propagation speed and exhibit much higher losses, magnonic holographic devices may be more suitable for nanometer scale integration with electronic circuits.

4. Discussion and Summary

Magnetic logic devices possess its unique advantages and shortcomings. On one hand, the utilization of the spin waves of submicron wavelength provides an intrigue opportunity to realize a wave-like computer (similar to the optical computer) at the nanometer scale. Spin waves can be efficiently directed by magnetic waveguides and modulated by the applied magnetic field or by electric field via the magnetoelectric effect described above. With the latter, it is possible to directly convert from a voltage to spin waves and vice versa, which makes spin wave-based circuits compatible with conventional electronic-based devices. On the other hand, there are some fundamental drawbacks inherent to spin waves, which will limit the performance of the spin wave-based devices. These disadvantages are (i) relatively low group velocity (\( 10^7\text{cm/s} \)), and (ii) short decay time for propagating spin wave at
Fig. 16. A set of three holograms obtained for the three configurations of the top micro-magnets as illustrated by the schematics on the top: A) two micro-magnets aligned in the same direction perpendicular to the long axis; B) the magnets are directed in the orthogonal directions; and C) both magnets are directed along the long axis. The red markers show the experimentally measured data (inductive voltage in millivolts) obtained at different phases of the four generated spin waves. The cyan surface is a computer reconstructed 3-D plot. The excitation frequency is 5.4 GHz, the bias magnetic field is 1000 Oe. All experiments are done at room temperature.
Magnetic room temperature. Spin wave dispersion depends on the waveguide geometry, the strength of the bias magnetic field, and varies for different spin wave modes. In the best scenario, spin wave signal is three orders of magnitude slower than the photons in silica or electromagnetic wave in a copper coaxial cable. The use of spin waves for information transmission implies a signal delay, which is \( l/v_g \) where \( l \) is the propagation distance. The disadvantage associated with low group velocity is partially compensated by short (submicrons) propagation distances, resulting in 0.1-1.0 ns time delay per each logic gate.

Another important disadvantage is associated with the spin wave signal damping during the propagation in the spin wave bus. The damping is caused by magnon-magnon, magnon-phonon scattering as well as the effect of the Eddy current in conducting magnetic materials. For example, the spin wave damping time in 100 nm thick NiFe film is about 0.8 ns at room temperature [4]. It means that a significant portion of the spin wave energy will be dissipated in the waveguide structure. Thus, spin wave buses cannot be considered as an alternative to metal conductors for electric signal transmission [77].

However, the construction of some logic gates with spin wave buses can be done with a fewer number of devices than required for the equivalent CMOS-based circuit. This is a fundamental advantage of using phases in addition to amplitude for information transmission and processing. Majority gate is an example of efficient construction of logic gate illustrating this advantage. Encoding a bit of information into the phase of the spin wave signal, affords the exploitation of spin wave superposition for Majority gate construction as described previously in the text. A large number of waveguides can be combined with a single magnetoelectric cell leading to the Majority gate operation. The whole gate can be scaled down to a single ferromagnetic wire with multiple magnetoelectric cells. In contrast, the number of CMOSs required for Majority gate scales proportional to the number of inputs. Majority logic is a way of implementing digital operations in a manner different from that of Boolean logic. In general, Majority logic is more powerful for implementing a given digital function with a smaller number of logic gates than CMOS [78]. For example, the full adder may be constructed with three majority gates and two inverters (3 magnetoelectric cells and 2 modulators). In contrast, a Boolean-based implementation requires a larger circuit with seven or eight gate elements (about 25–30 MOSFETs) [79]. The main reason Majority logic has been out of stage for decades is because its CMOS realization is inefficient. Only with the development of novel devices such as Josephson junction circuits, which is not feasible at room temperature [80], and quantum cellular automata [81], the Majority logic gates become efficient for practical implementation. It is also feasible to make a reconfigurable Majority gates whose logic operation can be controlled by the spin wave phase modulators. In turn, the integration of reconfigurable Majority gates provides a route to building both general purpose and special task architectures such as Cellular Automata, Field Programmable Gate Arrays and others.

An important question to ask is whether or not spin-wave based logic circuit can have lower power dissipation than those in the same function CMOS-based circuit? The energy per operation in the magnonic logic circuits is mainly defined by the energy required for spin wave excitation. We want to emphasize the difference between the volatile and non-volatile magnonic circuits in terms of power consumption. In the most volatile spin wave logic circuits described in this Chapter, these are the only power consuming elements (e.g. magnonic holographic memory). The operation of non-volatile logic circuits (e.g. as shown in Figure 6) requires an additional energy for magnetization switching in the output memory elements. Synthetic multiferroic elements (ME cells) are the most promising elements from the power consumption point of view. According to the experimental data [82], the electric field required for magnetization rotation on 90 degrees in Ni/PZT synthetic multiferroic is about 1.2 MV/m. The latter promises a very low, order of atto Joule, energy per switch achievable in nanometer scale ME cells (e.g. 24 aJ for 100 nm × 100 nm ME cell with 0.8 μm PZT) [53]. Thus, the maximum power dissipation density per 1 μm² area circuit operating at 1 GHz frequency can be estimated as 7.2 W/cm². In the multi-frequency circuits, an addition of an extra operating frequency would linearly increase the power dissipation in the circuit [54].

The comparison between the magnonic and CMOS-based logic devices should be done at the circuit level by comparing the overall circuit parameters such the number of functions per area per time, time delay per operation, and energy required for logic function. In Table, we summarized the estimates for magnonic Full Adder circuit and compare them with the parameters of the CMOS-based circuit. The data for the Full Adder circuit made on 45 nm and 32 nm CMOS technology is based on the...
ITRS projections [83] and available data on current technology [84]. The data for the magnonic circuits is based on the design described in [53] and the above made estimates. Magnonic circuit predicts significant ~100X advantage in minimizing circuit area due to the fewer number of elements required per circuit (e.g. 5 ME cells versus 25–30 CMOSs). At the same time, magnonic logic circuits would be slower than the CMOS counterparts. In Table, we have shown two numbers for time delay corresponding to volatile and non-volatile circuits. The delay time of the volatile circuit is mainly defined by the spin wave group velocity, while the delay time of the non-volatile circuit is restricted by the relaxation time of the output ME cell. The most prominent ~1000X advantage over CMOS circuitry is expected in minimizing power consumption. Besides the great reduction of active power, there is no static power consumption in magnonic logic circuits based on non-volatile magnetic cells. The overall functional throughput is about 100 times higher for magnonic logic circuits due to the smaller circuit area.

**Comparison between the spin wave-based and the conventional Full Adder circuits**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>45nm CMOS</th>
<th>32nm CMOS</th>
<th>( \lambda = 45\text{nm} )</th>
<th>( \lambda = 32\text{nm} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>6.4 ( \mu \text{m}^2 )</td>
<td>3.2 ( \mu \text{m}^2 )</td>
<td>0.05 ( \mu \text{m}^2 )</td>
<td>0.026 ( \mu \text{m}^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Delay</td>
<td>12 ps</td>
<td>10 ps</td>
<td>13.5 ps/0.1 ns</td>
<td>9.6 ps/0.1 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>( 1.3 \times 10^9 )</td>
<td>( 3.1 \times 10^9 )</td>
<td>( 1.48 \times 10^{11} )</td>
<td>( 4.0 \times 10^{11} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput</td>
<td>Ops/[ns cm²]</td>
<td>Ops/[ns cm²]</td>
<td>Ops/[ns cm²]</td>
<td>Ops/[ns cm²]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy per Operation</td>
<td>12fJ</td>
<td>10fJ</td>
<td>24aJ</td>
<td>15aJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static Power</td>
<td>&gt; 70nW</td>
<td>&gt; 70nW</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**In Conclusion**, magnonic logic devices are among the most promising alternative approaches to post-“beyond CMOS” logic circuitry by offering a significant functional throughput enhancement. The reason for this enhancement is the use of phase in addition to amplitude for achieving logic functionality. Coding information into the phase of the propagating spin waves makes it possible to utilize the waveguides as passive logic elements and reduce the number of elements per circuit. The ability to use multiple frequencies as independent information channels opens a new dimension for functional throughput enhancement as well. There are many questions to be answered and many technological issues to be resolved before magnonic logic circuits will find any practical application. One of the main challenges is associated with the scaling down the operational wavelength to sub-micrometer range. As for today, all of the demonstrated prototypes utilize the spin waves of micrometer scale wavelength, which makes them immune with respect to the waveguide structure variations. It is not clear if the scaling to the deep sub-micrometer range would significantly affect the signal to noise ratio as well as the speed of propagation. In spite of the number of technical issues, magnonic logic devices offer a new route to functional throughput enhancement with a substation performance pay off. Most probably, magnonic logic devices such as magnonic holographic memory will not replace but complement the existing logic circuitry in special task data processing.
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